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Two groups of excitat ion techniques useful for t he product ion of ionic spectra are 
reviewed, na mely high-frequency excitat ion a nd the slidin g spa rk . The developm ent of 
the arrangements is described a nd t heir characterist ics given as regards power generation, 
electrodes, and spectroscopic features . The ionizat ion stages obtained by eac h method 
of excitat ion a re co nsidered . 

1. Introduction 

The development o[ appropriate sources [or the 
excitation of t1.to mic a nd ionic spectra is a fund a
mental task in atomic spectroscopy. The demands 
on t he sources are, generally speaking, t hat tJl ey 
should produce t he actual spectr a with a higll 
degree or complete ness, wit h t he best possible lin e 
quality, and, as far as possible, free from impurities. 
Further , t he sources shouldm.ake it possible to decide 
from whicll ionization stage the spectrum lin es 
originate. The required sharpn ess of the lin es 
depend on t he char acter of t he investigation . 
Obviously t he greatest pos ible reduction o[ the line 
width- caused by Doppler effect, collisions, Stark 
effect etc.- is necessary [or the determination of 
highly aCCUntte wavelengths and for t he in vestiga
t ion of hyperfine structure by means o[ high
resolution spectroscopy, while the demands [or 
sharpness are much less in some kinds of straight
forward a nalytical work . It is so metimes an fLd
van tage to have excitatiOll co ndi tions which give 
observable Stark-effect broadenings, since the broad
enings depend on the quantum properties and 
energies of the levels in \-0 1 ved and t hus facilitate 
the analysis. Analogously, ligh t sources giving rise 
to strong self-reversal are inappropriate in some 
investigations, whereas they may be advantageous 
in the analysis of a spectrum. 

In the present review t wo groups of sources useful 
for the production of spectr a of low and medium 
ionization stages will be treated, nfLmely high
frequency excitation and the sliding spade 

2. High-Frequency Excitation 

The methud of exr;i ting spectra by means of a high
frequency discharge is quite old. Up to about 19:30, 
spark-gen erated high-frequency oscillations, which 
are strongly dam ped, were used almost exclusi \rely 
for exciting spectra; more recently t he enorm ous 

I On leave of a bsence fr0111 Lund Institute of T echnology, Lund 7, Sweden. 

progress in the field of transmitter technique has 
made possible the excitation of spectra by means of 
co ntinuous oscill f1.tions, eve n in the form of pulsed 
oscillations, over a very wide frequency mnge. 

As regards t he transfer of high-frequency power 
to th.e contenLs of the di charge tube, four experi
mental arn"tnge ments are ut ilized: 

1. In ternal electrodes 
2. External electrode 
3. Coil surrou nding t he discharge tube 
4. Discharge t ube in i1. cavity reso nator . 
So me eXfLmples o[ typical experimen tal arrange

ments and their excitation propertie are given below. 

2 .1. Spa.rk-Generated O scillations 

a. Internal Electrodes 

The ori gin al method for generatin g high-frequeJ1r;y 
oscillaLions is to use ~1. circuit co nsisting of i1. con
denser , a coil , and a spark gap , a nd feeding i t by a-c 
OJ" d-c high vol tage. Alongtil ese lines de Bruin 
[1, 2] 2 a nd Humphreys [3], among others, have worked 
wit h mu ch success on the spark spectra of t he inert 
gases. In a typical co upling de Bruin used a 0.02-J.LF 
oil co ndenser in the HF circui t fed from a 25-k V 
transformer which in turn was connected to the a-c 
mains via a variable transformer. The discharge 
tube was of the Geissler type with a quartz capillfLry 
10 cmlong and with a % mm inner diameter. The 
hollow aluminum electrodes were connected to the 
coil . In one of his papers on the spark spectra of 
neon , de Bruin [1] reports that the highest intensity 
was obtained in the cfLpillary at a rather hi gh pres
sure, namely 2 cm H g. The followin g ionization 
s tages have been attained: NevI [4], AI" IV [5], ler IV 
[6], Xe IV [7] . The association of t he various lines 
of a spectrum with the different ionization stages may 
be done by variation of the charging voltage and the 
inductance. There seem , however , to be some diffi
culties in distinguishing the higher ionization stages. 

2 Fi gures in brackets indicate the li te rature references at the en d of thi s pape r. 
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Drawbacks of this excitation method are that the 
electrodes can gi ve impurity lines; fmther, the inner 
walls of the narrow capillary are attacked, particu
larly at high excitations and, under certain circum
stances, a quartz capillary can give an impurity 
spectrum which is dominating and which masks the 
lines of the element under investigation, over ex
tended wavelength ranges. 

b. Electrodeless Discharge 

One of the first to investigate the spark-generated 
electrodeless high-frequency discharge was J. J . 
Thomson [8). This type of discharge was later used 
for the excitation of spectra. The high-frequency 
oscillations may be generated as described in the 
previous section. A large number of spectroscopic 
investigations have been carried out by this method, 
the pioneer work being to a great extent due to E. 
and L. Bloch and their co-workers. In a typical 
experiment [9) they used a quartz or Pyrex discharge 
tube having a length of 20 cm and a diameter of 
30 mm- in other cases they have used shorter tubes. 
The tube is surrounded by a coil containing 10 to 12 
turns of lo5-mm copper wire. The coil, a condenser, 
and a spark gap form a high-frequency circuit which 
is fed from a high-voltage transformer working at 
42 cis. A high-frequency of about 400 kc/s was used 
in investigating the spark spectra of mercury' in 
obtaining the spark spectra of AI', Kr, and Xe 'gas 
pressures of 0.6, 0.3, and 0.9 torr (mm Hg), re~pec
tively, were used [10). The so-called electrodeless 
ring discharge obtained in this way has the important 
property of permitting the separation of spectra 
from different ionization stages with some certainty, 
since the ionization stage excited is a function of the 
coordinates of the ions. If the common axis of the 
discharge tube and the coil coincides with the axis 
of a spectrograph (end on observation), then the 
spectrum appears as follows when a stigmatic spectro
graph ~s used: A~ a c~rtain breakdown voltage, 
dependmg on the dlmenslOn of the spark gap, certain 
lines have an intensity which does not vary much 
along the line or which is strongest at the center; 
they emanate from neutral atoms. Other lines indicate 
low intensity at the axis of the discharge tube and 
increasing intensity towards the walls of the tube' 
they are emitted by ionized atoms. The separatiOl{ 
of different ionization stages is based mostly on a 
study of the intensity distribution along the lines. 
An increased spark gap, which means an increased 
breakdown voltage, results in a decreased intensity 
at the ends of the arc lines, the intensities of which 
are more and more concentrated at the center of 
the lines, whereas the spark lines get stronger 
towards the ends of the lines. At sufficiently strono' 

excitations, new "short" lines appear apparently. 
emitted by higher ionized atoms near ' the walls of 
the discharge tube. The authors report that they 
have been able to a great extent to separate 
Hg II- IV, Ne II- III, AI' II- IV, Kr II- IV, Xe II- IV etc. 
Impurity lines often show characteristic featur~s by 
means of which they can be recognized. 

Boyce's [11- 14) well-known investigations of the 

spark spectra of the inert gases in the vacuum ultra
violet were performed by means of electrodeless high
frequency excitation; he has attained the following 
ionization stages: N e IV, AI' V, Kr IV, Xe IV. It 
should be noticed, however, that the lines observed 
for the highest ionization stages are those most 
easily excited, namely the combinations of the lowest 
excited levels with the ground term. Since the 
measurements are confined to the vacuum ultra
violet the observations tell little about the excitation 
of levels of high angular momentum. 

A similar excitation method was used by Eriksson 
[15) in investigating N II. The quartz discharge 
tube, 18 cm long and with a central cylindrical 
part having 15 mm inner diameter, was surrounded 
by a coil made of silvered copper wire. With a 
0.007 MF capacitor the frequency was about 700 kc/s. 
In some experiments a 0.014 MF capacitor was 
used. The optimum conditions for developing the 
N II spectrum were obtained at a nitrogen pressurf' 
of 0.05 to 0.07 torr- which was found to be rather 
critical- and a spark voltage of 24 to 36 kV. The 
admission of helium to the discharge tube was found 
to bring about an increased excitation along the 
axis of the tube, particularly in its central part. 
The discharge in the nitrogen-helium mixture gives 
N II lines which have nearly the same intensity 
along the lines, whereas the N I Jines are weak at the 
center and the N III lines have strong central parts. 
Thus the appearance of lines belonging to different 
ionization stages is reversed in relation to the one 
observed by L. and E. Bloch, but it is in accordance 
with that observed by Esclangon . From a spectro
scopic point of view the important feature certain ly 
is that lines from different ionization stages have 
differen t characteristics. 

The absence of electrodes contributes to the purity 
of the spectrum. Further, since high intensities 
can be obtained even in a wide discharge tube, the 
walls a re much less attacked than those of Geissler 
tubes with inner electrodes. 

A particular form of excitation is the theta-pinch 
discharge. A light source, recently described by 
Bockasten, Hallin, Johansson, and Tsui [16), con
sists of a Pyrex tube 50 cm long, 6 cm in diameter, 
surrounded by a single turn loop through which a 
6.6 J.LF condenser bank is discharged. The voltage 
can be chosen between 7 and 25 kV, and gas pres
sures between 0.006 and 0.025 torr have been used. 
A characteristic of the design is a low inductance , 
which means that fairly high ionization stages can 
be obtained; investigations of the 0 III- VI and the 
N III- VI spectra are in progress.3 

2.2 . Con tinuous Radiofrequency O scilla tions a nd 
High-Frequency Pulses 

By means of modern transmitter technique it is 
possible to generate high-frequency oscillations over 
a very large frequency and power range. Continuous 
oscillations as well as high-frequency pulses are 
useful for the excitation of spectra. 

, Spectroscopic features of the large installations for the production of magneti· 
cally compressed plasma are not within the scope of the present review. 
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Among early inv("stigations with co ntinuous wtt ve 
oscilla tors, the work. of E sclangon [17] should be 
mention ed. 'With a 6-kV a node voltage on t he fin al 
tube 3 kW could b e generated a t fr equencies be
twee~ 2 and 6 M c/s. The commercial therapeuLical 
appara tus used by G~tterer and F)'odl [18] has 600 
IN power a t frequenclCs between 4q a nd ]00 1~c/s. 
At frequencies of th e a,bove ~naO''Ill Lude, the hlgh
frequen cy power ca,n be tn t nslen ed Lo Lh e conten.ts 
of the disclu u'O"e tube ei th er by outer elec trodes III 
contact with th e outer walls of th e di charge Lube 
or by a coil surrounding i t . Il~ the former case a 
displacement CUl'rent appears m th~ ~ube. ~he 
current density is, however , low a t radIO freque~ cles , 
if th e cross sec tion of the tube is large. For ordmary 
spectroscopic purposes the trans~er by m eans of .a 
coil is suitable. Al though the dIscharge proeess ~s 
complicated , it may b e pre~umed th::t the doml
natin o' excitation is due to Impact WIth electrons, 
whicl~ are acceler a ted in the high-frequency m ag
netic field O"enerated in th e coil. The electrons should, 
th erefor e h ave a strong tendency to move in c urved 
pa ths which ar c perpen~icu~ar t o .th e .axis of th e sur
rounding coil. A careful 1I1vestigatIOn of ~he ~IS
charge process is n eeded fron1 ~ pec tr?S~OpiC P?ln t 
of view since a better theor etlcal baSIS IS r eq Ulred 
for th e development of th e high -frequency excitation 
sources. 

The disch arge can b e main t~ined at low gas 'pr.es
sures in the tube, which co ntnbuLes to the emISSIO n 
of sharp lines; in fact, th (" lin e quality can be O"ood 
enouO'h to allow in terferom eter m easurem ents . The 
low pressure is also an ad van tage for work in the 
vacuum ul traviolet, in th e waveleng th ra nges where 
no tra nsparent windows exist; tbe leak age of gas 
through the sli t is n ecessarily lower W1W ll the pre.s
sure in th e disch arge tube is low. Low pres m es m 
the source a nd pectrograph are par tICularly re
quired,in investiga~il1 ~ re ~)I)an ce line~ of n eu tr al 
ato ms III order to lImIt self-reversal. rhe absence 
of electrodes con tribu tes to a spectrum free from 
impuri ty lines . Con~in~ou~ high-frequency oscilla
tions give only low IOl1lzatIOn stages; usually, t he 
first spectrum, and- more or less ~omplete-the 
second spectrum are excited. The eXCltatIOn degree 
depends, of course, on the power tr~nsferred to the 
discharge and also on the n ature. of the. a toms ~x
cited. Moleculm' spectr a ar e eaSIly eXClt~d , wh~ch 
means that the discharge tube and the cn'culatmg 
system must be clean and contain g??d co~ling traps 
in order to r educe th e appear an ce of Implll'lty bands. 
Experience seems to indica te that in itself. th e fre
qu ency of the oscillations has no marked mfluence 
on the excitation. It migh t , however , have a sec
ondary influence sin ce its l;tagnitude d~tenn.il1 es the 
dimensions of circuits, COlIs, etc., whIch , 111 tUI:n , 
partly determin e the tr ansfer ?f P? wer to the dIS
charge tube. Since very large hIgl~-frequen cy powers 
can be generated in a modern contmuous wave t~'ans
mittel', very brilliant ligh t so urces call ,b e .0~talL1ed . 
The transfer of high-frequency po~ver 1~ lnmted ? y 
the effectiveness of the m ethod of coolIng the dIS
ch arge tube. This co~ling is. usua~ly don e. by f?l'c~d 
air because of the dlfficult18s of arl'angmg lIqUId 

cooling in the high-frequency field. W a ter cooling 
is inappropriate since the high-frequency losses ar e 
large. 

The in crease of the excitation of the second spec
trmn rela tive to the first spectrum, and the ("xcita tion 
of high er ionization stages, requires higher instan
taneO llS powers at a m ean power which is limited by 
the cooling co ndi tions. This may be don e by run
ning an oscilla tor intermit tently . By means of 
pulsing, i t is possible to increase tbe p13 te voltage of 
the tr anmit ting tubes well above the norm al values . 
The anode voltage is limited by the high voltage 
insulation and the a node dissipa tion . As a rule th e 
insulation p ermi ts a plf1te voltage much high er than 
tha t r ecommended for con tinuous opera tion, ]f th e 
mean power does not exceed Lile power at con tinuous 
operation , th en t he avel'~ge p~ate ~issipati.o n \~ill not 
exceed allowed values, 111 spIte of the lugh ll1s tan
taneous power . Provided t ha t the anode volt.age. is 
not raised so much that the a node current attall1S ItS 
saturation value, th e insLan taneous high-frequency 
power will b e proportional Lo the squfl:l'e of th e a~ode 
voltage. The pulsing procedure was lIl tr ocluced lI1 to 
experimen tal spectroscopy fairly late . 'eH-oscill~t~ 
ing devices were used by Goudet, H erreng, a nd NIe! 
[1 9], as well as by Roig and Buret [20]. In the flrst 
case th e 150-Mc/s oscillator was pulsed by anode 
volta,ge peaks and in th e latter case the 20 M c/s 
oscillator ,vas grid-modulated a t 500 cis. 

In a m ore elaborate alTangemen t described by 
Minnhagen and tigmark [2 1], the. oscillator is 
con trolled by a pulse genera tor, whlCh star ts. the 
oscillator at the beginning of a p.ulse an1 stops It ~t 
the end of the pulse. The oscillator frequency IS 
m ul tiplied and then fed into a dr iver. which giyes 
s ufficient power for the final tube. VIa a COUpllllg 
link th e high-frequency p ower is transferr ed to a 
t un~d circuit composed of a variable condenser .and 
a coil surrounding th e dischal:ge tube. , Va~'lO us 
tube dimensions have been used; m some of the Iner t 
O"as inves tiO"ations the total length of th e quar tz tub e 
~vas 19 cn~ with a cen tr al cylindrical part h aving 
20 mm ou ter diameter . The pulse dura tion and the 
pulse frequency are adjusta ble wi thin certain limi ts 
and the oscilla tor frequency b etween 7:8 and 9.6 
M c/s. With no pulse genera tor, th e OSCIllator n.~ns 
continuously . When the final tube runs contll1-
uously the anode voltage is 3 kV and t.he a?o~e 
dissipat ion 450 W. For pulsed operatIOn . It IS 
possible to increase the anode voltage to 9 kV a t a 
pulse frequency of about 500 pulses p er sec and .a 
pulse duration of 400 J.l-sec. The average p ower IS 
a bou t 550 'V under these circUlm;tan ces and .th e 
estima ted instantaneous power 3 kW. Appropna te 
gas pressures for the exc~tation of the spark speet~'a 
of the inert gases were found t.o b e ~.02 . to O.lO.torr. 
The correct tuning of the e~ec.tl'lcal CU·Clll.t assoClated 
with th e discharge tube IS Impor tan t m order to 
O"et op timal loading, which means the transfer of 
la rge high-frequency powers t~ the contents of the 
discharge tube. In the case of argon the appara tus 
is able to exci te Ar I , AI' II , and, partly, Ar III. By 
variation of the pulse power it is possible to separa te, 
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with a high degree of certainty, AI' II- which is r 

developed in a very complete way- from AI' I and 
AI' III. There is no perceptible variation of the 
intensity and the degree of ionization along a diam
eter of the discharge tube. 'iVben the oscillator is 
run continuously, AI' I and parts of the AI' II spec
trum appear. During pulsed operation, the AI' I 

intensity decreases when the pulse power is increased, 
whereas the AI' II spectrum develops and gets 
stronger. Further, AI' III gets more complete and 
gains intensity in relation to AI' II. If a line is weak 
even at the highest pulse powers attainable with the 
oscillator, it may be difficult to decide whether it 
belongs to AI' II or to AI' III. This decision would 
require still higher pulse powers, which have been 
generated by means of 25-kW transmitting tubes 
[22,23] run at 20-kV anode voltage (12 kV is recom
mended when they are run continuously). Because 
of the high d-c and rf vol tages, special variable 
tubular condensers are required. One installation, 
containing a single final tube, has a high frequency 
which is adjustable around 9 Mc/s, a pulse frequency 
adjustable between 40 and 900 pulses per sec, and a 
pulse duration that can be chosen between 80 and 1000 
j.Lsec. It is a great problem to transfer the large pulse 
powers into the discharge tube; the best arrangement 
found is described in reference [22]. The high
frequency power is taken from the tank circuit of the 
power amplifier by means of a coupling coil and, via 
a coaxial conductor, fed to a separate tuning circuit 
containing a coil which surrounds the discharge tube. 
High quality insulations and large flashover dis
tances are needed. 

Another installation containing two final tubes in 
"push-push" coupling has an 18 Mc/s frequency but 
the doubled frequency has no marked influence on 
the excitation. Typical values of pulse duration 
and pulse frequency are 80 fJ.sec and 40 pulses per sec. 

The high pulse power oscillators have been used 
to excite spark spectra of the in er t gases. The 
argon investigation is, as yet, the most advanced 
one and part of it was performed by means of the 
single tube installation. When AI' II, AI' III, and 
AI' IV are excited, the variation of the line intensity 
with the pulse power permits a decisive separation 
of the ionization stages . The AI' IV lines appear 
only at the highest pulse powers. The situation is 
similar for xenon. The excitation of the spark 
spectra of neon, on the other hand, is much more 
difficult. This may be due to several causes. One 
probably is that the Ne I, II, and III ionization 
potentials are larger than those for the h eavier inert 
gases. 

Lines due to impurities can usually be recognized 
since they show a variation in intensity with the 
pulse power which differs from that of the element 
under investigation. Sometimes it is useful to 
employ pulsed operation even to produce spectra 
of n eutral atoms, namely in spectral ranges which 
contain impurity bands, since an increased high
f'requency power means a decreased intensity of the 
band lines. 

A new construct jon of a self-excited oscillator 
(Stigmark [24]) has been tested for the excitation of 

spectra . The oscillator contains an industrial t ube 
with such characteristics that the tube will withstand 
very large variation in loading conditions without 
being damaged. The tube has been used in a tuned 
plate, tuned grid circuit in which the anode tank 
consists of a cavity tuned to 27.12 Mc/s. Because 
of the rather high Q value of the cavity, even under 
heavy loading conditions, the frequency shift of this 
type of oscillator is very small and can easily be 
kept within narrow frequency limits (± 0.6% ). The 
power is transferred from the cavity to an outer, 
tuned discharge-tube circuit by means of link 
coupling. The power is about 15 kW at the normal 
anode voltage of 6 k V, the anode efficiency being 
60 percent. By means of pulse techniques and a 
raised anode voltage, the output pulse power may 
be increased considerably. 

2.3. Electrodeless Microwave Excitation 

The electrodeless excitation of spectra by rad io 
frequencies above 100 Mc/s and by microwaves, 
often in the 2000 to 3000 Mc/s range, has been very 
successful. Under proper conditions, very sharp and 
unperturbed lines are produced , useful even for 
high-precision interferometric work. However, for 
very accurate wavelength determinations the sources 
should be used with some ca ution since there are 
indications that they may give shifts of higher 
excited levels [25, 26]. 

Since continuous microwave oscillations do not 
produce higher ionization stages they vvill not be 
discussed in the present review but reference given 
to some useful articles (Meggers and Westfall [27] , 
Jacobsen and Harrison [28], Zelikoff et al. [29], 
Corliss, Bozman, and Westfall [30], Tomkins and 
Fred [31], Worden, Gutmacber, and Conway [32]). 

3. Excitation by Means of Sliding Sparks 

The excitation of higher spark spectra has to a 
great extent been performed by means of vacuum 
sparks, which can give very high ionization stages. 
Because of the large voltages and current densities 
necessary, the lines may be broadened and shifted 
through Stark effect and this is particularly true for 
levels with large azimuthal quantum numbers. In 
this respect the sliding spark, suggested by Vodar 
and Astoin [33], is superior, since it can be operated 
at lower voltage than the vacuum spark. In the 
original arrangement of Vodar and Astoin a spark 
is produced which slides along the surface of a 
carbon rod provided with two ring electrodes con
nected to a condenser charged to a 30-kV voltage. 
(Fot' further developments by Vodar et al. , see for 
example ref. [34] .) 

This idea was further developed by Bockasten 
[35, 36] for his investigation of C III and C IV. His 
arrangement, which is described in detail in reference 
[35] , is essentially as follows. The source consists 
basically of two cylindrical graphite electrodes which 
are separated by a porcelain disk. The latter has 
a small bore along its axis through which the dis-
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charge takes place. This confinemen t of the dis
charge brings about a large gain in intensity . The 
discharge is v iewed through a radial channel in the 
porcelain disk. In order to get propel' working 
conditions it is important t hat the end surfaces 
of the electrodes fit very well to the Ul'l'aces of the 
disk. The light SOUTce works well at 10- 3 torr 
and at lower preSSUl'es. To co ntrol t he working 
conditions it is necessary to have an external spark 
gap. The sepam tion of diA'er en t ionization stagcs 
is done bv variation of th e inductan ce in the spark 
circuit. 1'11e sliding spl1Tk works well even with a 
large inductan ce, which is not the case wi th thc 
vacuum spark. Typical condi tions for t he exci ta
tion of C III a nd C IV are: external spark gap l.5 to 
4.5 mm with corresponding spark voltages 6 to 15 
kV, spark frequen cy at 15 kV 6 to 8 sparks pel' 
second with a 0.3 J.tF capacitance. The sliding spark 
spectra con tain lines from the electrodes as well as 
from the insulating disk between th em . In bis 
first paper Bock asten reports tests wi th variou 
metal electrodes: Be, Al, F e, C u, and VV a nd disks 
of quar tz a nd vario ll s kind s of porcelain . Strong 
Si II-IV and 0 II-VI lines are produced by means of 
a quartz disk with appropriate m etal electrodes. 

The sa,me arrangemen t wa used by Toresso n 
[37, 38], who produced Si lTI a nd Si IV by means of a 
quartz disk b etween silicon electrodes. Sin ce silicon 
is a poor co nductor at ordinary temperatures, the 
spark frequency is kep t high enough to reach a 
temperature where th e Jnitterial becomes conducting. 
Boron also is a very poor co nductor at temperatUl'es 
b elow some hundreds of degree cen tigrade. In 
order to produce t he B III spectrum, Gunnvald [39] 
uses cond ucting electrodes prepared in t he followin g 
way. A mixture of boron and aluminum powci er 
is pressed in a mold and heated to a temperature 
above the melting poin t of aluminum. In com
bination with a quartz disk of Boclmsten's design, 
these electrodes produced n ew B II and B III lin es. 
The excitation of B III r equires a high condenser 
voltage and a small inductance an d this r esul ts in 
diffuse lin es. 

The slid ing spark arrangement used by Sugar [40] 
to excite spectra of ionized rare earths, works at 
much lower voltage. The spark chamber contains 
h elium at a pressure of 30 torr, and disks of thp 
metal to be investigated serve as electrodes separated 
about 3 mm by a Javite spacer. The spark gap is 
in series with a 10 J.tF capacitor, a dam.ping resistor , 
a rotating spark gap , and an inductor. , Vith a 
1000 V ch ar ging voltage and a 500 1.1-1 inductance 
a full y developed PI' IU spectrum was obtained. 
With no indu ctor , th e sam e cbarging voltage, and 
a sui table damping r esistance, the Pr IV spectrum 
was enhanced . Critical damping was found to 
suppress Pr II better tha n an 0 cillatory discharge. 

In order to separate Ce II from. Ce IU, Sugar [41] 
has used larger inductan ces- about 1000 /.tH- and 
lower voltages (down to 300 V) , thus producing the 
Ce II spectrum and suppressing Ce III. The arrange
ments allow a very good separation of ionization 
stages. 

Low-inductance sliding spark sources have been 
designed recen tly for the exci tation of higher ioniza
tion stages [42], Bogen and CO Ill'ads [43] (containing 
fmther r eferences) having obtained strong C v and 
C VI spectr a. In these experim.ents the inductance 
is in the 5 to 20 nH range. 

The use of t h e sliding spark is not limited to solid 
m aterials. It is also possible to excite gases by 
letting them in through a bore in one of the elec
trodes, in accorda nce with the arrangement used for 
vacuum sparks by Phillips and Parker [44]. This 
has been done by TOl'esson [45] and by Bockasten , 
H allin, a nd Hughes [46] . The former has obtained 
spectra of S I - S VI a nd 0 1- 0 VI, a nd the most 
easily excited Kl' VlII lines in th e vacuum ultra
violet; the latter au tlto l'S report the observation of a 
stro ng N e IV a nd a weak N e v spectrum. 

4. Comparison Between High-Frequency 
Excitation and Excitation by Sliding Sparks 

The hio'h-frequency m ethod can b e used for th e 
excitation of gases as well as of vapors from liquids 
and solids provided that the vapor pressure is suf
fLCien tly high at th e working tempel'l1.ture of the 
disch arge tube. The sliding spark m.eth od was 
originally developed for the excitation of solid 
materials but wa 1l1.ter found to be suita ble for gases 
a nd vapors as well. As r egards high-frequency 
excitation, we will co nfine ourselves to th e electrode
less discharge. High-frequency pulses from existing 
tube oscill ators citn produce th e four th spectra of 
argo n, kry pto n, and xenon. Since the analysis is not 
finish ed i t is no t possible at the moment to tell to 
what completeness these spectra are developed . 
Boyce reports still higher ionization stages obtained 
by spark-generated 0 cillations, n amely At' v; as 
already poin ted . out, th e obser ved AI' v lines ar e 
transition to th e ground term from th e Jowes t 
excited states a nd so ar e those most easily excited . 
The excitation by means of sliding sparks givps still 
high er i onization stages- the eighth spectrum is 
r epor ted in on e case. 

As regards line quality, a just comparison between 
the electrodeless high-frequency and th e sliding 
spark m ethods would require the observation of the 
same lines by means of both methods and, preferably, 
with the same kind of high-dispersion spectrographs. 
In the absence of such careful observations, the 
comparison must be approximate. Experience from 
the investigation of ionized inert gases shows that 
high frequency pulses give very good lines ; even the 
nf-ng lines are sharp. In that respect the high
frequency excitation is believed to be superior to the 
sliding spark, which produces Stark-effect shifts of 
sensi tive levels. It should be easier to avoid im
purity lines at high-frequency exci tation. Al though 
the sepam tion of lines belonging to different ioniza
ti on stages can be done in both cases, the high
frequency excitation method is probably superior. 

In fact, the two m ethods complement each other. 
Roughly speaking, the excitation by means of 
high-frequency pulses is recommended for gaseo us 
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elements or compounds and vapors up to about the 
third ionization stage. The sliding spark should be 
used for the excitation of solid elements and, also, 
for gases in order to reach still higher ionization 
stages. 

The present review was originally prepared for 
internal use at the National Bureau of Standards. 
It is published in the hope that it may have a 
somewhat wider interest in spite of its limited scope. 
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